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DON'T BUY THIS BOOK!(an Introduction to Nautilus Bulletin II)by John WoodI've been doing
kindle books for several years now, and if you look back over my list of titles, one thing that
should stand out is that the vast majority of them have all 5-star reviews. Yet, interestingly, a
recent review for Nautilus Bulletin I was a low one, 2, maybe 3 stars...Well, in said review, our
man pointedly wrote that he was not interested in a book about muscle building -- yet he
purchased a book specifically ABOUT muscle building! In fact, one of the best books EVER
written on the topic.So... if you are NOT interested in learning about how to develop size,
strength and muscle, then please pass this one by -- there are plenty of other books out there on
a variety of topics to hopefully capture your interest.However, if you DO happen to want to learn
the nuts and bolts of how to gain muscular size and strength, then you have come to the right
place.
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INTERESTDISCLAIMER AND COPYRIGHTDON'T BUY THIS BOOK!(an Introduction to
Nautilus Bulletin II)by John WoodI've been doing kindle books for several years now, and if you
look back over my list of titles, one thing that should stand out is that the vast majority of them
have all 5-star reviews. Yet, interestingly, a recent review for was a low one, 2, maybe 3
stars...Well, in said review, our man pointedly wrote that he was not interested in a book about
muscle building -- yet he purchased a book specifically ABOUT muscle building! In fact, one of
the best books EVER written on the topic.So... if you are NOT interested in learning about how to
develop size, strength and muscle, then please pass this one by -- there are plenty of other
books out there on a variety of topics to hopefully capture your interest.However, if you DO
happen to want to learn the nuts and bolts of how to gain muscular size and strength, then you
have come to the right place.Now, a bit of context on Bulletin II before we begin:While not
entirely necessary, it certainly would be a very good idea to read before diving into Bulletin II...
When it was written, Casey Viator had successfully won the Teenage Mr. America, The Jr. Mr.
America and the outright AAU Mr. America bodybuilding titles in the most dominant fashion
possible.Arthur Jones had been making a big splash in the bodybuilding world through his
articles in Iron Man but now that there was undisputible "real world" proof that he knew what he
was talking about.Everyone had no option other than to stand up and take notice
including Arthur himself: he had still been on the fence about doing this "Nautilus" thing full
time... Casey's wins sealed the deal and it was full speed ahead!Much had happened since the
publication of Bulletin I. Aside from Viator's impressive wins and the article in Iron Man, now
there were actual Nautilus machines in existence whereas before they were still more or less



theoretical. It was time to let everyone in on another solid dose of the latest training techniques,
new updates and straight talk and so Arthur began Bulletin II.Why did Bulletin II make such a big
splash? Some of what was covered merely reinforced the groundwork set forth by Bulletin I,
which was still quite important. The "norm" for bodybuilding then was that "more is better" so you
had many trainees approaching their training like a part time job, 10 to 12 (or more) hours of
training per week was commonplace. Needless to say, under those conditions, little muscle was
being built and frustration was high. Arthur Jones stepped in and explained step-by-step the
objectives to a proper strength workout, including the utmost importance of recovery and for
those with the ears to hear it, this information was like flicking a switch. With the proper
perspective, many trainees built more muscle in a few weeks than they did in the previous few
years, so you can see just how valuable this information was (and certainly still is.) As you'll
read, the info in Bulletin II is just as practical today as it was when it was first written over four
decades ago!Arthur Jones sat down and typed out Bulletin II at his kitchen table at his little
house in Lake Helen, Florida. He'd write a dozen or so pages, take a break, and then come back
typing away with two fingers, hen pecking style until it was finished and when he was satisfied,
he put everything in the box... put the top on the box and said "this goes to the printer!"... Rather
amazingly, Arthur did not have an outline -- he did it all in his head (which may just be one of the
more amazing things Arthur Jones ever accomplished which, all things considered, is really
saying something.)It is no stretch to say that trainees are still making many of the same mistakes
today that they were back then, which makes this document still just as useful and important in
today's world -- perhaps even more so.Is Bulletin II groundbreaking? I suppose it's a matter of
perspective, if you already "get it" and your training is working well, then it will likely re-affirm
what you are already doing (something which still has its merits.) Although even with that being
the case, there are more than a few ideas contained therein that you'll want to try out.But if you
are drifting around aimlessly with little in the way of results from all the training you have been
doing for years, I have little doubt that you will find the information that you NEED to hear that will
set you on a better path. Having Bulletin II literally in your pocket, readable anywhere you go, will
certainly do you well. I recommend reading it many times over which will be easier than ever
given this electronic format. If you have any questions, feel free to drop me a line at any one of
my web sites which are listed below.Otherwise, as I always end my emails:"Train hard," (pretty
good advice)John WoodP.S. Oh, and before I forget, just to sweeten the pot a bit, we have also
included a previously unpublished Arthur Jones article at the end. NAUTILUS TRAINING
PRINCIPLESBulletin No. 2WEIGHT TRAINING TODAY, AN OVERALL LOOK AT THE
PRESENT SITUATIONBy Arthur JonesINTRODUCTIONThis introduction is being written at a
time when I am midway in the preparation of the following bulletin -- and up to this point, my
writing has been on a far more personal level than any of my previous articles or books on this
subject; but I strongly feel that any serious attempt to remove all signs of bias would greatly
reduce the value of the bulletin.In Nautilus Bulletin No. 1, several chapters were removed at the
last moment before printing--chapters that I felt were perhaps too controversial; but I have



promised myself that such will not occur again -- this time I will include portions that may well be
offensive to some people, but which I consider necessary for a full statement, a true
statement.Some readers will undoubtedly consider this unscientific -- others may feel that I
devote too much attention to non-directly related points; but I feel that nothing can be clearly
understood unless it is viewed in its own environment, and the fact that the presently-existing
environment in the field of weight-training is very bad certainly does not reduce the requirement
for an overall look at the field. Which unavoidably entails mention of a rather large number of
matters that are not directly connected, but are nevertheless important.A careful reader of this
bulletin -- together with a review of Bulletin No. 1 -- will, I feel, bring the average reader well up to
date on the subject; the entire bulletin is being written on a "first draft" basis -- which unavoidably
means that there will be some unrequired repetition -- but which also tends to guarantee total
honesty of expression, without which no writing is of any value to anybody apart from the writer
himself, and then only when his concern is limited to commercial interest.Chapter 1BASIC
CONSIDERATIONSThe human body is a unit -- and must be treated as such; you do not feed
your body in sections, and you sleep the entire body at the same time -- yet most current weight
trainees are firmly convinced that a so-called "split routine" is an absolute requirement for
producing the best rate of progress, while the weight of all available evidence clearly supports
the contention that more than three weekly workouts will result in a condition of overtraining -- in
all cases.On May 16, 1971, Casey Viator won the Junior Mister America contest, and four weeks
later, on June 12, 1971, he won the Mister America contest in the most spectacular fashion in
the history of such contests -- in addition to the Mister America title, he won the Most-Muscular
Man in America title and the subdivisions for Best Arms, Best Back, Best Chest and Best Legs.
And -- at 19 years old -- he is the youngest Mister America winner up to this point in time. More
than thirty of the leading bodybuilders in the country competed against Casey in that contest --
and I would be willing to bet that almost all of them trained at least twenty-four times during the
four weeks immediately prior to the contest; during the same four weeks, Casey trained a total of
SIX TIMES -- he didn't train at all for two weeks after the Junior Mister America contest, and then
he trained only three times weekly during the last two weeks before the Mister America contest.
Three weekly "total body" workouts -- for the legs, the back, the chest, the shoulders, the upper
arms, and the forearms. Workouts requiring less than one hour and twenty minutes each -- a
total of less than four hours of weekly training.Dr. Elliott Plese of Colorado State University was
in Deland, Florida during the last week of Casey's training for the Mister America contest and
can certify to the frequency, duration and intensity of the workouts. Ellington Darden of Florida
State University was present during Casey's final workout on Thursday, June 10, and can also
certify to the facts; during that last workout, Casey's primary leg routine consisted of only three
exercises performed within a period of approximately three minutes -- one set of leg presses (20
repetitions with 750 pounds), one set of thigh extensions (20 repetitions with 225 pounds), and
one set of full squats (13 repetitions with 502 pounds). Each set of every exercise was carried to
the point of absolute failure -- and there was no rest at all between sets.In addition to the above-



outlined routine, Casey performed two sets of thigh-curls and three sets of calf-raises -- thus the
entire leg portion of his workout required approximately nine minutes.And for the benefit of those
people who might be led to believe that Casey is an unusually responsive subject (which, of
course, he is), I will mention that all of our trainees are following an almost exactly similar
program; the bodybuilders are using the leg program outlined above, the power-lifters, olympic
lifters, and football players are using the same routine during two of their three weekly workouts
and then performing three sets of heavy squats during the third weekly workout (using the
10-8-6 system).Very similar -- that is, VERY BRIEF, BUT VERY HARD -- routines are being used
by all of our trainees for all body parts; the entire arm routine (for both upper-arms and forearms)
requires exactly seven minutes and twenty seconds -- three times weekly, a total of twenty-two
minutes of weekly training for the arms. Additional training is not only not required but would
actually reduce the production of results; and in many cases, best results are being produced
with only two weekly workouts -- or with even shorter routines involving fewer exercises and-or a
lower number of sets.Most of our trainees never perform more than two sets of any one exercise
-- and none of our trainees ever perform more that three sets of an exercise -- and some of our
trainees use only one set of each exercise.Such brief and infrequent training is an absolute
requirement for the production of best-possible results from exercise -- yet almost all currently
active trainees devote at least five times as much weekly training time to their workouts, while
producing little or nothing in the way of results in return for their efforts.If every individual weight-
trainee in the country suddenly cut his training in half -- merely reduced his weekly workouts by
50 per cent, while making no other change in his training -- it is my belief that overall results
would be at least doubled.Overtraining -- overtraining insofar as "amount of training" is
concerned -- is so common that such a 50 per cent reduction in training on the part of ALL
trainees would result in an immediate improvement in the rates of progress being produced by
MOST trainees; an improvement that would probably double average overall results. And since
such doubled results would be produced by only half as much training, the rate-of-progress
would be quadrupled -- a four to one improvement.Obviously -- if everybody cut their training by
half -- some trainees would suffer a reduction in their rates of progress; since a few people are
now training properly, these few would suffer from a reduction in their training time. But for every
individual that is presently training right, there are probably a hundred that are training wrong --
usually overtraining; thus, for each trainee that lost from such a reduction in training time, a
hundred would gain -- and on the average, the overall results would be strongly positive.If -- in
addition to the overall average reduction in training time suggested in the above example --
everybody simultaneously started training properly insofar as "intensity of effort" is concerned,
then at least another doubling of average results would be produced; so that the average rate of
progress would be increased from its present level by a ratio of approximately eight to one.If
nothing else of any value is gleaned from this bulletin -- but if the above point is clearly
understood and put into practical application -- then a long first step will have been taken in the
direction of sensible training.Barbell exercises are more productive than free-hand exercises for



only one reason -- because barbell exercises are HARDER than non-weighted exercises; but as
you increase the "intensity of effort" of an exercise, it is necessary to reduce the "amount" of
exercise -- Japanese wrestlers do as many as 3000 repetitions of non-weighted squats almost
daily, but try doing that many squats with a heavy barbell on your back and see what happens.I
will not even suggest that we have tried literally "everything" -- nor that we fully understand all of
the factors involved -- but we have tried a lot of things, under carefully controlled conditions and
with hundreds of trainees; and the evidence always points back to the same basic conclusions --
more than three weekly workouts, or more than two sets of any one exercise in the same
workout, or more than a total of four hours of weekly training will almost always result in
overtraining, and a reduction in the production of results.But in the face of widespread belief that
such a brief training is of little or no value for anybody except a beginner, I have little confidence
that most experienced trainees will ever be able to bring themselves to an acceptance of the
truth.The above examples on the subject of improvements that are possible by a reduction of the
amount of training and an increase in the intensity of training are based on barbell exercises --
such rates of improvement can easily be produced by almost any trainee, without the need for
any new types of equipment; if Nautilus equipment is available then even greater degrees of
improvement become possible. Most of our trainees have shown increases in their rates of
progress of at least 3000 per cent -- and a few outstanding trainees have improved their
previous rates of progress by as much as 14,000 percent. In a few cases, the improvement has
been literally infinite.After ten years of steady training, and after having produced a physique that
placed him very near the top in national competition, one subject spent only nine days training in
Deland, Florida -- and during these nine days he produced more results than he did during the
immediately preceding three years of training with conventional equipment.For a period of two
years of steady training, his results had been exactly zero -- but then, in nine days, he gained
nearly seven pounds of body weight, improved his existing degree of muscularity, added 13/16
of an inch to his "cold" upper-arm measurement and 3/4 of an inch to his calves, and increased
his curling strength by 50 per cent.Since nine days will go into two years approximately eighty-
one times, and since zero will go into seven an infinite number of times, it obviously follows that
this trainee improved his rate of progress on a scale beyond calculation. But even that doesn't
tell the whole story; during the two years of steady training that produced no results, he was
training approximately fifteen hours a week -- but later, during the period when he was producing
such good results, he was training only about four hours a week.In spite of his previously-
established misconceptions, this man was willing to listen -- and to at least try the training
methods that we suggested; and his results speak for themselves.Unfortunately, some other
long-experienced trainees won't listen; one famous bodybuilder on the west coast complained
that he wasn't getting spectacular results from the use of a Nautilus Pullover-type Torso Machine
that he had been using for two or three months -- so I asked him HOW he was using it."Nine sets
a day," he said, "every day; just like you told me."But in fact, I told him, ". . . not more than NINE
SETS A WEEK; and if your results aren't what you expect, then try SIX SETS a week."I didn't



have to ask him how he was doing the sets -- that was obvious, he was doing them WRONG;
nine PROPERLY PERFORMED sets on a Pullover-type machine would kill an adult gorilla. This
man was trying to use one of our new machines as if it was a barbell -- or even worse than that,
as he thinks a barbell should be used; and since he has failed to learn the proper method of
using a barbell during his twenty-odd years of experience, I suppose it was expecting a bit too
much to even hope that he was capable of understanding the new machines.But if any lingering
traces of doubt remained regarding his inability to understand the machines, he quickly put them
to rest; he altered one of the machines in such a manner that its function was utterly destroyed --
and then tried to justify the changes on the grounds of improving the convenience and safety of
the machine. Which action would be equivalent to installing square wheels on your automobile --
and then complaining about the poor performance.When such an individual has produced
better-than-average results from his training -- as this man has -- then it is only natural for many
people to consider him an expert; but it should be clearly understood that final results are no
proof of good methods -- particularly when such final results are viewed without consideration
for the amount of effort that was required to produce them.So -- in all fairness -- several factors
of actually very great importance must be considered before it is even possible to view final
results in a rational manner; and while the individual mentioned above who altered one of our
machines has certainly produced good final results, it does not follow that his training methods
were good -- nor that his rate of progress was even satisfactory.A recent quotation seems to
cover the situation fully, ". . . there are two common mistakes; some people think that intelligence
is a substitute for experience -- and some people think that experience is a substitute for
intelligence."People are individuals, and possible variations in the individual response to training
are literally infinite -- so a program that is exactly right for one man will seldom if ever be perfect
for another man; but while the total number of possible variations is certainly great, the "range of
possible variations" is quite small -- and the limits of that range are clearly known. Because of
the great number of possible variations in response to training, it is impossible to outline a
program that will be "right" for everybody; but if the primary points to be covered in later chapters
are clearly understood, then almost any reasonably intelligent trainee will have the knowledge
required for outlining a program to suit his particular purposes.In short, this bulletin is intended to
point intelligent trainees in the direction of logical training -- nothing more is even
possible.Chapter 2COMMERCIAL BIASPrejudice such as that encountered among involved
people is a strange factor indeed; many years ago I noted that, ". . . animals seem to survive in
inverse ration to the amount of professional conservation attention that they are afforded." And it
has long been obvious that professional pilots are actually biased in favor of dangerous aircraft.
It is not the purpose of this bulletin to delve into the psychological factors responsible for such
inverted thinking; but I do think that this factor -- as it is encountered in the field of physical
training -- must be carefully considered.Far from advancing, the field of bodybuilding has been
steadily marching backwards for the last twenty years or more; which statement will be
considered outright heresy by most currently active bodybuilders. A biased selection and a



distorted presentation of statistics has been used to "prove" points that are actually the opposite
of truth -- and there has been little if anything accidental about the final results produced by the
flood of propaganda so apparent in most publications in this field. In effect, the very people who
have been claiming that they are trying to elevate the field have almost destroyed it.An old
saying put it very well, ". . . figures don't lie, but liars figure." Commercial interests in the field of
bodybuilding constantly point out a few outstanding examples of muscular development as proof
of their claims that great advancements have been made within the last few years -- and it is
certainly true that there are some outstanding individuals on the scene at the moment, men like
Sergio Oliva, Arnold Schwarzenegger and Casey Viator; but it is equally true that such men are
almost literally freaks -- the average man could never hope to duplicate their physical
development, regardless of how he trained. Thus such individuals represent nothing apart from
expectable deviations from the average.Out of a group of a hundred individuals selected at
random, the average body weight might be 160 pounds -- and one or two subjects might weigh
as much as 190 pounds. But if the sample was increased to a thousand individuals, then you
could reasonably expect to find at least one subject with a body weight of 200 pounds -- while
the average for the group remained as before. And out of a group of a million subjects, you could
reasonably expect at least one individual with a body weight of 250 pounds or more -- but again,
the average would remain 160 pounds.Thus proof of improvements in method must come from
an increase in the average -- and in the field of bodybuilding, the average production of results
has steadily declined during the last twenty years; the average results being produced today are
NOT better than they were twenty years ago -- instead, they are worse. And exactly the same
thing is true in the fields of olympic lifting and power lifting -- in spite of vast propaganda to the
contrary; certainly the records have increased -- but that is only to be expected when dealing
with a far larger number of subjects. But even that is misleading -- because the performances
really haven't increased as much as most people think; in the case of the olympic press, a great
deal of the so-called "progress" has been produced by relaxation of the rules, to the point that
the press has now degenerated into an outright jerk with little or nothing in common with the
press as it was practiced twenty years ago -- and at least one man, Douglas Hepburn, was
capable of bench pressing near-record poundages over fifteen years ago, and at a body weight
far below that of the present record holders. Thirty years ago, Bob Peoples deadlifted well over
700 pounds at a bodyweight below 180 pounds -- today, men weighing twice as much have
finally been able to add approximately 100 pounds to his record. Some of Paul Anderson's lifts --
performed over fifteen years ago -- will probably never be duplicated.The really outstanding men
of today are exceptions -- as such men always were, and as they always will be; there are larger
numbers of such outstanding individuals in view at the moment simply and only because a much
larger number of men are now training with weights. But what about the average trainees?The
simple truth of the matter is that the average trainee of today could not hope to compete on
equal terms with the average trainee of twenty years ago; and it is equally true that most of this
decline in the average production of results is directly due to commercial bias in the field of



weight-training.I cannot begin to attack such commercial bias in a bulletin of reasonable length --
but at the same time, I cannot just ignore it; so I will refer to specific examples of such bias in the
following chapters -- but I will not even attempt to go into the length of explanations required to
disprove all such myths.Chapter 3PERSONAL INVOLVEMENTThirty-odd years ago, I was very
interested in physical training -- but knew almost nothing about it; now I find myself in the
position of still not knowing much about the subject -- but I do, at least, realize that the surface
has only been scratched, and that most of the recent so-called progress has actually been
retrogression. And while such an awareness can only be fairly called "negative knowledge," it is
knowledge of a sort.Coming from a family of medical doctors, my personal opinion of doctors
was understandably influenced by such a background -- and for many years I defended doctors
against anything that I took to be unfair or biased accusations; until I finally learned that all
doctors were not quite like those I had known -- it came as quite a shock to me, for example, to
learn that all doctors don't work eighteen to twenty hours a day, seven days a week. Much in the
same vein, I used to defend bodybuilders against statements that I considered biased --
because, up to a certain point in time at least, the bodybuilders that I knew were reasonable
people, and my opinion of bodybuilders as a group was naturally influenced by such personal
experiences; but eventually I was in for another shock -- when it finally became perfectly clear
that many of the charges aimed at bodybuilders were all too true.Since then, I have frequently
remarked that it is a shame that bodybuilding is wasted on bodybuilders; there are exceptions, of
course, but it seems that one encounters such exceptions with constantly increasing
infrequency -- and I have finally reached a point where I look upon all bodybuilders with great
suspicion, until and unless they have proven themselves on an individual basis. I no longer
expect bodybuilders to be reasonable people -- I now expect the opposite, and I am seldom
surprised anymore.Thus I am now obviously biased against bodybuilders -- but I am at least
aware of this bias; and I have not permitted my opinions of individuals to distort my viewpoints
on the subject of bodybuilding itself. A simple but full listing of the insanities being currently
practiced by thousands of bodybuilders would run to a length of several hundred pages -- and
since it is not my purpose to detail such outrages, I will devote very little attention to them; but
again, I simply cannot ignore them -- so a few of them will be mentioned, although I will not
attempt to detail such practices.While it is perfectly true that my personal opinions are of no
interest to others, it is also true that these opinions influence my judgment to at least some
degree -- and that these opinions, and my reasons for holding them, do become matters of
importance to others in a few instances; secondly, some of my firmly held opinions simply
cannot be supported -- in some cases I "know" the facts, but I cannot explain how I know
them. In such cases I will clearly indicate that my statements are merely opinions -- but will
attempt to explain them in instances where explanations are possible.If the above mention of
insupportable opinions seems too vague, I will point to the following example as clear proof of
the fact that all of us commonly make use of such opinions -- as we should; how, for example,
would you describe a smile to a man born blind? Yet you recognize a smile, and an almost



infinite variety of subtle variations in smiles; a friendly smile, a malicious smile, a doubting smile,
a sly smile, and many other smiles with distinct meanings -- all of these you recognize at once,
but do you know how you recognize them? And of more direct importance, should you ignore
such knowledge -- simply because you can't explain it? I think not; but in an effort to be as
objective as possible, my opinions -- supportable or otherwise -- will be labeled as such.As
recently as two years ago -- because of my personal bias against bodybuilders, and because I
did not then wish to connect my name with a subject as controversial as bodybuilding -- I offered
the results of my work up to that point to a friend of mine in California, as a free gift without
strings. "Publish it," I told him, "under your own name; do with it what you will and take full credit
for it."At that time, he wasn't interested; probably because he considered anything I might have
done in this field of no possible value -- but, for whatever reason, he declined. Now -- two years
later -- this same individual is apparently doing everything he can in a effort to discredit my work;
but not because he still considers it to be without value -- quite the contrary, he is now fully
aware of at least the commercial value, and together with a number of associates he is
momentarily engaged in efforts to pirate something that he was once offered as a free gift.None
of which should have been surprising, I suppose -- but all of which merely added to my bias
against bodybuilders as a class; nor was my opinion of this same individual improved when he
unhesitatingly connected his name with a current fraud -- simply because it offered a
commercial opportunity.If my writing is to be honest, at least some of this personal bias must
come through -- and under the circumstances, I think it should; if some people find it offensive,
then sobeit -- but if even a few sincerely interested young trainees are prevented from becoming
involved in the outrages so common in the field of bodybuilding today, then my purpose will have
been served.The benefits that can be produced from logically outlined and practiced weight-
training are simply impossible utilizing any other existing method of physical training; this being
true -- and it is true -- the very real value of weight training is firmly established. But it does not
follow that such a potentially productive method of physical training is being used in anything
even approaching a logical manner -- and certainly not on a wide scale. Twenty years ago, most
of the then recognized "experts" were mistaken in many of their conclusions -- but by and large,
they were at least sincere; today, the situation is far worse -- little or nothing in the way of actual
progress has been made during the last twenty years, and in the meantime involved commercial
interests have been successful in their attempts to brainwash most currently active bodybuilders
into an unhesitating acceptance of outright frauds.As I recently remarked to Mr. Peary Rader, the
publisher of Iron Man Magazine, ". . . I think it is about time that somebody stood up to be
counted." The following is an attempt in that direction.Chapter 4THE NAME OF THE
GAMEProgressive Weight-training" -- or so it's called; but in fact, there is absolutely nothing
progressive about the training of most bodybuilders -- and without unceasing efforts in the
direction of progress, little or nothing in the way of worthwhile results will ever be produced by
any amount of training. Once having learned to spell your own name, you cannot then improve
your spelling -- nor your vocabulary -- by writing your name over and over again; your writing,



perhaps, in effect, your form or style, but not your spelling.And much the same thing is true when
it comes to attempting to improve your existing physical ability; you cannot increase your
strength by mere repetition of things that are already easy -- and for much in the way of muscular
growth stimulation, you must constantly attempt the momentarily impossible. Below a certain
intensity of effort, no amount of exercise will produce growth simulation -- and for maximum-
possible growth stimulation, an intensity of effort at least approaching your momentary limit is an
absolute requirement. Yet most weight trainees -- bodybuilders, power lifters, and olympic lifters
alike -- seldom continue an exercise to a point anywhere near the required intensity of effort;
while usually attempting to justify their easier styles of training on the grounds that they
compensate by performing more exercises or more sets of each exercise.But in fact, more
exercise will never produce the results that are possible from harder exercise -- regardless of the
amount of additional exercise that is involved; and if much in the way of additional exercise is
employed, then growth will be impossible even if growth stimulation is being produced. In
practice, most trainees quickly fall into a rut of training wherein their workouts almost totally
deplete their recovery ability -- and then it takes them years to produce the same degree of
results that could have been produced in an equal number of months.In very simple terms, best
results seem to be produced when the exercises are as hard as possible -- but as brief as
possible; which statement, unfortunately, is easily subject to misunderstanding. For example:
logically extended, "as hard as possible, but as brief as possible" would obviously mean one
repetition of one exercise with maximum intensity of effort -- but in practice, the results produced
by such a program would be far less than optimum. For several reasons; for one thing, you could
never be quite sure that the one repetition actually was "as hard as possible"- since you would
be required to guess the exact level of existing strength, you would seldom if ever select the
correct poundage. If you guessed too high, then the attempt would fail -- and if you guessed too
low, then it wouldn't actually be a maximum-possible effort. And other factors are involved; but
since most of these factors will be mentioned in the last chapters, I will not attempt to list them
here.In practice, the most productive method of training requires the utilization of one or more
"sets" of several repetitions; a weight should be selected which will permit the performance of at
least six repetitions -- but not more than twenty repetitions- and each set should be carried to the
point of absolute failure, to a point where any slightest degree of additional movement is
impossible.The first repetition of such a set will seem quite easy -- but in fact, it is the hardest
repetition and the most dangerous repetition; because you are strongest during the first
repetition, and following repetitions merely seem harder because you are growing progressively
weaker. For that reason, the first repetition should be performed at a speed somewhat below
maximum possible speed -- in order to reduce the possibility of injury; in most cases, the first
three or four repetitions of a set should be performed in a similar manner- but later repetitions
should be performed with as much speed of movement as possible. By the time you reach the
end of a correctly executed set, you should be moving as rapidly as possible -- but at that point,
actual movement should be literally zero.A "guide figure" of a particular number of repetitions



should be selected -- and for the purpose of this example I will use ten repetitions as the guide
figure; but a set should NOT be terminated simply because a particular number of repetitions
have been performed -- instead, complete as many repetitions as you can in good form, and
then "cheat" at least two more repetitions, and stop only when additional movement becomes
impossible. If the number of repetitions performed in good form is less than the guide figure,
then use the same amount of resistance during the next workout; but if you can perform ten
repetitions in good form (ten being the guide figure in this example), then the weight should be
increased for the next workout.You might, for example, be using 100 pounds in the barbell curl --
and during your first workout with this weight you might be able to perform eight repetitions in
good form and fail during an attempt to perform a ninth repetition; in that case, you should then
perform another two "cheated" repetitions -- using just enough body swing to make the
additional two repetitions possible. You should NOT cheat enough to make those extra
repetitions "easy" -- just enough to make them barely possible.Then, during a later workout, you
might be successful with nine repetitions in good form -- with the same resistance; in which case
the resistance should remain unchanged. But eventually you will be able to perform ten
repetitions -- OR MORE -- in good form; and that is your signal to increase the resistance in that
particular exercise -- during the next workout you should add at least five pounds to the workout
being used, bringing your curling resistance to a new total of 105 pounds. During the next
workout -- using the increased resistance -- you might find that you could perform only eight
repetitions in good form; but again you should do as many repetitions as possible in good form --
and then cheat two additional repetitions. Eventually you will be able to perform ten (or more)
repetitions in good form with 105 pounds -- and that is your signal to increase the resistance
again, by another five pounds, to a new total of 110 pounds.And so on -- and if you continually
strive to increase both the number of repetitions performed and the resistance employed, you
will eventually find yourself capable of curling 150 or more pounds for eight or nine repetitions in
good form; and when you can, your arms will be far larger than they were when you could use
only 100 pounds in the same exercise.Such training is PROGRESSIVE training -- and this
required progression is the basic principle involved in any form of worthwhile physical training;
but the very name of the game seems to have been forgotten by most current trainees -- who
seldom make any real efforts in the direction of true progression. Instead, they select a given
amount of resistance and then perform a certain number of repetitions -- stopping well short of
the point of failure; but no amount of such training will ever produce anything even approaching
the results that are possible from an actually very small amount of properly progressive
exercise.We will probably never understand -- and we certainly do not now understand -- all of
the involved factors; that is to say, we cannot fully explain "why" the body reacts to such
progressive training -- but it is nevertheless perfectly clear that it DOES RESPOND to such
training, and it is equally clear that no other presently existing style of training is capable of
producing equal degrees of results.Some of the factors apparently are understood -- but it is at
least likely that many of the actually involved factors are not even known; but again, since the



known factors will be mentioned in later chapters, I will not list them here.But this much is clear --
if you are not willing to perform actually progressive exercise (and it certainly is NOT an EASY
style of training), then you will never produce the final results that could have been produced,
and your rate of progress will be far below that which truly progressive exercise would have
produced.But it is equally clear that you literally cannot stand a large "amount" of such training;
when training is conducted with the intensity of effort required for producing good results, then
such training WILL BE VERY HARD -- AND MUST BE VERY BRIEF.Twenty years ago, most
weight trainees apparently understood this -- but today it seems to have been largely forgotten,
or misunderstood.Chapter 5DIETDiet -- by far the most controversial subject in the field of
physical training today; and for a very simple reason -- because the fairly recent attention given
to this factor has resulted in a literal bonanza of profits for commercially involved
interests.Twenty years ago, the subject of diet was seldom mentioned in weight-training
publications -- and when it was, no great emphasis was placed upon it; but at approximately that
point in time, the supposed benefit to be derived from massive amounts of protein was
"discovered" -- and the floodgates were opened. Since then, the propaganda devoted to the
factor of diet has reached such proportions that it now dominates the entire field of physical
training.Years ago -- once having been persuaded to purchase a barbell -- most trainees were
effectively removed from the category of potential customers; and thus the market was strictly
limited -- and no great profits were to be made by anybody. But a box of protein food supplement
doesn't last almost literally forever -- as a barbell does; and secondly, it is far more difficult to
judge the quality of a box of powdered food -- if a barbell fails to live up to advertised claims, the
shortcoming is obvious, but who can really judge the value of a food supplement?Since many
bodybuilders are perfectly willing to endure any sort of product -- for money -- it hasn't been
difficult for most advertisers to produce all sorts of glowing reports of outstanding results
produced by people supposedly using their products; but it might be of interest to note that most
such advertisements use the same few people over and over again and it should be of interest to
note that such "case histories" are always reported after the fact. That is to say, the people
supposedly using these products are always outstanding examples of muscular size -- and the
supposed fact that they are using a certain product is never mentioned until after the individuals
involved become well-known figures on the bodybuilding scene.A few weeks prior to the recent
Mr. America Contest, a California manufacturer (or "distributor," since I am sure he doesn't make
his own products) of food supplements sent Casey Viator a contract offering him $1,000.00
(retail price) worth of these products -- in return for which (and this was clearly stated in the
contract), he wanted the unrestricted right to use Casey's pictures and endorsements for
publicizing his products. If this offer had been accepted -- which it WAS NOT -- then the
bodybuilders of the world would soon have been subjected to a barrage of advertising giving the
above mentioned products full credit for Casey's success; while, in fact, Casey has never used
any of these products.While it is certainly not my intention to imply that diet is of no importance, I
do want it clearly understood that the "amount" of food is of far more importance than the actual



makeup of the diet -- so long as any reasonable attempt is made in the direction of providing a
balanced diet: which points should be obvious to anybody merely from a careful reading of the
advertisements for food supplements -- in an advertisement for protein supplements, great
stress will be placed on avoiding carbohydrates, but in an advertisement for "fast weight-gaining"
supplements, equal stress will be placed on consuming a heavy load of carbohydrates.The truth
of the matter is, of course, that you require both -- but the barrage of conflicting advertising has
now reached such a level that most bodybuilders are hopelessly confused, and many of them
end up trying to restrict their diets to pure protein; under the totally mistaken impression that
such a diet is a requirement for producing good results.The fact of the matter is that the subject
of diet is probably the most completely understood factor involved in physical training -- but not
by bodybuilders, who have been brainwashed into spending hundreds of millions of dollars on
products of little or no value. Many people have strongly urged me to stay clear off of the subject
of diet in my writings -- since they are fully aware that my simple statement of the facts will surely
bring forth a barrage of slings and arrows from outraged commercial interests. In efforts to
defend their own positions, it is almost certain that some people who have simply ignored my
work up to this point will now feel it necessary to attack me in any way they can.But in that
regard, at least, I am in a unique situation -- since I really have no positions to defend; I originally
became involved in this field simply from personal interest, and my continuing interest hinges
strictly on a desire to improve the methods available for producing certain results from exercise
-- and I sincerely don't care what the final method turns out to be.If the methods that we are now
advocating do prove to be the "final answer," well and good -- but if not, then I will be just as
satisfied; and while I am fully aware that many people will not believe that statement, I am just as
aware that many other people -- the people who really matter to me -- do realize that it is a
simple statement of the truth.In my primary business -- motion picture production -- the amount
of time I have devoted to research into physical training would have produced income far in
excess of anything that I can even hope to equal in the field of weight-training; but until quite
recently, my interest was strictly in the nature of a hobby -- if, as it happened to be, a very
expensive hobby.During the last year alone -- while turning down several offers of film work -- I
have devoted a total of at least two-thousand hours to directing the training of hundreds of
people from all over the country; most of these trainees being young men who came to DeLand
because of articles that I have written on the subject of our special weight-training classes -- and
few if any of whom are potential customers for my machines. Nor is this merely an attempt to
obtain additional research material -- at this stage, we already have far more such information
than we actually need; we know what the machines will do, and I have not even bothered to
record the training progress of any of our trainees during the last six months -- instead, most of
my attention has been directed towards attempts to help sincerely interested trainees.But even
that statement is subject to misunderstanding -- so I will clarify it; at the moment, research
involving the use of Nautilus machines is being conducted in several universities and research
foundations -- but this work is under neither my direction nor my control. And when the results of



this research are available, all of it will be published in an unedited form -- in Iron Man Magazine
and elsewhere.In short, my position is such that I literally cannot be hurt by attacks from the
commercial interests who will undoubtedly be outraged by my clear statement of the facts -- but
they will try, of that I am sure.And for the benefit of those people who may wonder why I thus
expose myself to such attacks -- when I obviously have nothing to gain by speaking out, when
perhaps it might appear that I would be well-advised to remain silent on the subject of diet -- I
will add the following; my clear statements on this subject will also outrage some people who are
NOT commercially involved, and will be taken by many bodybuilders as clear proof of my
ignorance -- and, they will rather naturally assume, if I am so ignorant on the subject of diet then I
probably don't know much about anything else either. So speaking out will actually prevent me
from reaching the minds of many bodybuilders -- but I am aware of that unavoidable price in
advance, and willing to pay it.Because -- totally apart from the bodybuilders who have been
brainwashed into believing all of the garbage that has been published on the subject of diet --
there are at least a few bodybuilders left in this country that are aware of the truth, intelligent
bodybuilders, actually-educated bodybuilders; and if I failed to speak out in defense of the truth,
they would rightly regard such a failure as a shirking of duty.So -- at least and at last -- it has
been said; the results should be amusing, if nothing else.Chapter 6A FEW SIMPLE FACTSThe
truth of the matter is that almost every single point of required information on the subject of
weight-training is contained in the preceding five brief chapters; now I must make at least some
attempt to justify those points -- and take a stab in the direction of trying to explain such things
as the required "form" (or style of performance) of the most important exercises.The average
trainee would be well advised to keep it clearly in mind that it really doesn't matter "why" certain
exercises work -- so long as it is understood that they do work, and so long as the proper form is
understood; unfortunately for their own interests, most experienced trainees are unwilling to
accept simple statements of fact -- and if they cannot at least convince themselves that they do
understand the reasons that exercises produce certain results (or fail to produce them), the
tendency is to reject these exercises in favor of others that they feel they do understand. Which
attitude is understandable -- perhaps even unavoidably natural -- but nevertheless
unfortunate.Unfortunate because such an attitude prevents many people from making good use
of things that simply can't be satisfactorily explained. I am reasonably certain that such thinking
limits all of us to a greater or lesser degrees, and I certainly do not wish to imply that my own
thinking is not so limited -- on the contrary, I am quite sure that it is; however, in my own case, I
have at least been well aware of this factor for many years, and have tried to be on guard against
its possible adverse effects. Twenty years ago, I was handling poisonous snakes in large
numbers -- literally by the tens-of-thousands -- and I eventually developed a style of handling
them which appeared (to other people) to border on outright insanity; this method was based on
a clear awareness (on my part) that I could literally "read a snake's mind." In effect, I knew what
a snake was going to do -- well in advance of the action; but while I was absolutely certain of the
accuracy of this knowledge, I had no slightest idea of "how" I knew it. I could not even explain



this ability to myself, let alone to the satisfaction of somebody else.Now -- twenty years and
approximately half a million snakes later -- I do understand this ability, and I can clearly explain it
to almost anybody; I say "almost" anybody with good cause -- because some people are so
afraid of snakes that they are literally incapable of rational thought on the subject of snakes. And
it is of no small concern to any would-be weight trainee to be aware of the fact that many
bodybuilders have a very similar attitude on the subject of exercise and-or diet; having been
brainwashed for years, such people are no longer capable of rational thought in this field.Getting
back to the mention of snakes for a moment --because the example is the only one I can think of
to parallel a very similar situation in the field of exercise; for a period of at least several years, I
was making good practical use of observations of fact -- but these observations were entirely on
the subconscious level. Snakes clearly "telegraph their punches" -- in a manner that is
unavoidably obvious, once it has been called to your attention; a rattlesnake does so with its
tongue, a chicken snake with its upper lip, a boa constrictor with its neck -- and once you know
what to look for, almost anybody can handle any of these types of snakes with literally no danger
of being bitten. Handle them with their bare hands, I mean.I can easily demonstrate the validity
of these observations to anybody that isn't simply terrified of snakes -- but I made good practical
use of this knowledge long before I was even aware that I possessed it; I simply "knew" that a
particular snake would not bite me -- and if the snake changed its intentions, I was instantly
aware of the fact, far enough in advance of any action on the snake's part to avoid being bitten.
In a similar vein, but in the field of weight-training, I have long been aware of certain things
without clearly understanding "how" I was aware of them -- I knew that most barbell exercises
weren't quite "right" when I first started using barbells, but it took me over twenty years to explain
these shortcomings even to my own satisfaction; and some of the things that were obvious to me
as much as thirty years ago have become clear to me only during the last year or two.It is my
firmly-held personal opinion that most bodybuilders keep changing their training schedules
primarily because of similar feelings of doubt -- apparently they "sense that something is wrong"
but can't quite put their finger on the problem; so they keep altering their schedules in an attempt
to find exercises, or an order of exercises, that "feels right to them."Eventually; I realized that
most of these problems arise from the simple fact that the situation has been approached from
the wrong direction -- from a direction exactly opposite to that which is really required; many
people -- including myself -- devoted years to attempts to accommodate the available tools.
Rather than trying to devise exercises that were suitable for the muscles involved, practically all
of the attention was devoted to attempts to "satisfy" a barbell.Now -- and make no slightest
mistake about this point; a barbell is an extremely productive tool for the purpose of building
strength and muscular size -- a far more productive tool than even most bodybuilders realize. But
its advantages must be clearly understood -- and its shortcomings must be allowed for.The
barbell is almost literally "the perfect tool" for many purposes -- but it is useless for some other
purposes; some barbell exercises are extremely productive -- some others are an outright waste
of time and effort. Several dozen people have been after me for a period of at least two years in



concentrated efforts to get me to design and build a Calf Machine -- but I have simply refused to
do so; because no such machine is required -- a block of wood to stand on, a heavy dumbbell,
and something to hold on to and you are in business, so why do you need a complicated calf
machine that cannot do the job any better?My only real concern is attempting to improve the
production of results from weight-training -- and in that direction, if new tools are required, then I
am prepared to design and build anything that may be an actual requirement, or even a tool that
will merely improve the degree of possible results or make worthwhile contributions to better
rates-of-progress; but I am not prepared to waste my time in efforts to design or build machines
that are not required. At the moment, there is a pile of junked research machines stacked up
behind my prototype shop that is literally s big as a house, but every single one of those
machines was an effort in the direction of providing an actually-required tool; none of our
machines duplicate -- or even imitate -- barbell exercises. Instead they provide exercise
movements that are literally impossible with a barbell -- they make it possible for you to actually
do what you have been trying to do with a barbell.But in many cases you actually can do what
you are trying to do with a barbell -- and in such cases, no other tool is required; and many other
cases, you can come so close to doing what you are trying to do that no other tool is justified --
in effect, any degree of improvement provided by an improved tool would not be justified on the
grounds of expense (or other considerations).For the average trainee, actually-proper use of a
barbell will give any desired degree of possible results; and if such trainees will use a barbell as
it should be used, they will probably be literally shocked by both the final degree of results and
the rate of progress produced.And such proper use of a barbell is NOT complicated; in fact, if
anything, it may actually be far too simple. In later chapters I will at least attempt explanations of
the following and many other related points, but if the points listed below are clearly understood
and practiced then any trainee will be moving in the direction of producing best-possible results.
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Reader, “This is one of the best books on resistance training ever published !. One of the best
books on resistance training ever published! I only have one question, who in the hell is John
Wood ? He's listed as a co-author but I know for an absolute fact that Arthur Jones is the sole
author of both of the Nautilus bulletins. John Wood ,whoever he is, had absolutely nothing to do
with the writing or original printing of this book. People shouldn't try to take credit for someone
else's work. If Arthur Jones were still alive he would go apoplectic over this.”

barney, “Review. Great read I have read them both now and I recommend these books to anyone
looking to changed there training for the better”

The book by John  Wood has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 11 people have provided feedback.
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